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PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS FUNCTIONS OFPION, KAON AND ETA PSEUDOSCALAR MESONSIN THE NJL MODELR.M. DavidsonDepartment of Physis, Applied Physis and AstronomyRensselaer Polytehni InstituteTroy, New York, 12180-3590, USAe-mail: davidrrpi.eduand E. Ruiz ArriolaDepartamento de Físia Moderna, Universidad de Granada18071 Granada, Spaine-mail: earriolaugr.es(Reeived Marh 3, 2002)Parton distributions of pseudosalar ,K and  mesons obtained withinthe NJL model using the PauliVillars regularization method are analyzedin terms of LO and NLO evolution, and the valene sea quark and gluonparton distributions for the pion are obtained at Q2 = 4GeV2 and om-pared to existing parametrizations at that sale. Surprisingly, the NLOorder eets turn out to be small ompared to the LO ones. The valenedistributions are in good agreement with experimental analyses, but thegluon and sea distributions ome out to be softer in the high-x region andharder in the low-x region than the experimental analyses suggest.PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 12.39.Ki, 12.39.Fe1. IntrodutionThe study of struture funtions of hadrons in the Bjorken limit andhigh enough Q2, as probed in inlusive Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS), istraditionally onsidered the domain of perturbative QCD sine the runningoupling onstant, (Q2), beomes small [1℄. Present day QCD LeadingOrder (LO) and Next to Leading Order (NLO) phenomenologial alu-lations an relate leading twist ontributions to struture funtions among(1791)
1792 R.M. Davidson, E. Ruiz Arrioladierent momentum sales through the well known linear integro-dierentialGribovLipatovAltarelliParisi (GLAP) equations [2℄. This makes sense ifQ2 is high enough so that only leading twist logarithmi orretions on-tribute and higher twist power-like orretions are negligible. To start with,some theoretial or experimental nonperturbative prole funtion is neededas initial ondition for the GLAP equations. In the nuleon ase, QCD sal-ing violations have been onrmed by relating experimental partoni distri-butions at many Q2 values, and many phenomenologial parametrizationshave been proposed [36℄. Naturally, these parametrizations are under on-tinuous update to inorporate inreasing information obtained from urrentexperiments. The net result is that unertainties in the parton distributionfuntions of the nuleon inlude not only a large body of experimental databut also theoretial NNLO or higher twist error estimates whih provide a,perhaps inaurate but undoubtedly systemati desription within a largeregion in the x;Q2 plane (see, e.g., the talks in Ref. [7℄).In ontrast with the nuleon ase, our present knowledge of parton distri-bution funtions for other hadrons is rather poor. As suggested long ago [8℄,it is possible to estimate distribution funtions using onstituent quark mod-els to evaluate the low energy initial ondition under the assumption thatthe gluon and sea ontent of hadrons vanish at the orresponding low energyresolution sale, and dynamially generate them by QCD evolution to higherQ2 sales. These estimates an then be used to test the sensitivity of variousexperiments to the distributions of interest. Reently, this approah has alsobeen applied to generalized parton distributions (GPD's) [914℄, whih aregeneralizations of the usual parton distributions onsidered in this work andare related via a sum rule to the elasti form fators. Unlike the usual par-ton distributions, the GPD's are not diretly measurable as observables arealways expressed in terms of them via a onvolution formula. This has leadsome [15℄ to onlude that, at present, model alulations of the GPD's ata low sale are needed to assess the sensitivity of various observables to theGPD's. In pratie, this requires an evolution of the GPD's alulated atthe low energy sale to the sale relevant to the experiment. As  is ratherlarge at the low energy sale, one must worry about the use of perturbativeevolution to onnet the low energy model with the high energy data. Thus,it seems prudent to test this proedure in a situation where data are avail-able to ompare with theory, i.e., the usual parton distributions. To testthe validity of this approah, it is neessary to ompare the LO and NLOresults not only for the valene distributions but also for the sea and gluondistributions.
Parton Distributions Funtions of Pion, Kaon and Eta . . . 1793From a theoretial viewpoint, pseudosalar mesons and speially  andK mesons are partiularly distinguished hadrons sine most of their low en-ergy properties follow the patterns ditated by hiral symmetry. Atually,we do not expet to understand the properties of any hadron better thanthe pion, as Chiral Perturbation Theory suggests. By extension, one mightthink that the parton struture of a pion is the simplest one to onsiderprovided hiral symmetry onstraints, i.e., spontaneous and expliit hiralsymmetry breaking, are properly inorporated. The reent work [16℄ lar-ies this point regarding expliit hiral symmetry breaking; ChPT allowsone to systematially ompute hiral orretions to the moments of stru-ture funtions, but says nothing about the soft pion limit. Eah momentorresponds to a undetermined low energy parameter whih renormalizes aloal operator. On the other hand, improved QCD sum rules have also beenemployed [17℄ to determine the quark distribution funtions of the pion inthe intermediate x region, 0:15 < x < 0:7 at Q2 = 2GeV2 where the modelis appliable. The absolute normalization beomes a problem sine someansatz for the distributions must be made outside this x-range.Among the quark models where spontaneous breaking of hiral symme-try plays a dominant role, the NambuJona-Lasinio (NJL) model providesa partiular example of a hiral quark model where a unied piture of va-uum, mesons and nuleons is ahieved [18℄. Pseudosalar mesons appear asquarkantiquark exitations of the spontaneously broken vauum. Severalalulations of the pion struture funtions within hiral quark loop modelshave been made and many dierent results for the initial onditions havebeen obtained. One important and triky reason for the disrepanies liesin the use of dierent regularization proedures. As the bosonized versionof the NJL model is similar to other quark-loop models of the pion (theqq oupling is 5-like), we think it of interest to briey review them andomment on the main dierenes. The use of dierent regularizations mightbe regarded as an objetion to the NJL model itself. However, not everyregularization sheme an be onsidered aeptable. Atually, some of thequark-loop alulations violate some neessary onditions on the regulariza-tion. We argue in the following that in some ases one should blame theregularization sheme instead of the model. At a formal level, the proess ofgoing from the hadroni to the distribution funtion an be done by usingthe so-alled quark-target sattering formula [19℄. A large body of quarkloop model alulations have been done making use of these ideas [2031℄.The problem of proeeding in that way is that the distribution funtion mayturn out to be non-normalizable.Unfortunately, no rst priniple alulations of struture funtions forpseudosalar mesons are yet available with the exeption of some standardlattie alulations of the lowest moments [3235℄, albeit in the quenhed
1794 R.M. Davidson, E. Ruiz Arriolaapproximation and subjeted to well-known problems with hiral extrapola-tions. In addition, the reonstrution of the x dependent struture funtionvia some inverse moments method is strongly biased in the intermediate andlow x regions. The transverse lattie approah employed in Refs. [36,37℄ of-fers the possibility of diretly omputing struture funtions in x-spae. Inany ase, as one might expet from the quenhed approximation, the lattieresults provide a larger momentum fration of valene quarks than thosesuggested by phenomenologial analyses [3840℄.Although not as well determined as the nuleon, the parton strutureof the pion has been analyzed on a phenomenologial level [38℄ and a sim-ple parametrization at Q2 = 4GeV2 has been given. The valene quarkdistributions extrated in this work [38℄ from DrellYan experiments [41℄seem well determined, whereas the gluon distribution as obtained from theanalysis of prompt-photon emission data [42℄ is less well determined. Ona phenomenologial level, the onstituent model proposed in Ref. [43℄ forthe valene distributions of the pion has been further extended to the seaand gluon distributions [39℄ and the K= valene up-quark ratio. In thesealulations and in the reent update [40℄ the required total valene mo-mentum fration in the pion at Q2 = 4GeV2 is taken to be the same asfor the nuleon, hxVi = hxVN i = 0:40, a bit below the value hxVi = 0:47of Ref. [38℄. As dierent data sets have been tted and dierent nuleonparton distributions have been used in the dierent analyses, it is not learwhat to make of the dierenes. In addition, although Ref. [38℄ inludeserror estimates, the model analysis of Refs. [39, 40℄ does not inlude them,and therefore it is not possible to know if the dierenes are signiant. Letus note that the E615 experiment [41℄ suggests the valene density of thepion may be enhaned by about 20% ompared to the proton, and a reentanalysis [44℄ of the ZEUS di-jet data seem to favor the gluon distributionsof Ref. [38℄. Thus, in determining the low-energy sale of our model, we usethe valene momentum fration found in Ref. [38℄. Finally, we also omparewith the K =  struture funtion ratio at Q2 = 20GeV2, whih has beenmeasured using the DrellYan proess [45℄.2. Remarks on pion parton distribution funtionsin quark loop modelsIn a previous work [22℄, we found the struture funtion of the pion tobe a onstant funtion of x in the NJL model in the hiral limit and in theleading order of a large N expansion. To get this result the use of a suit-able regularization method was needed. A thorough study of regularizationmethods in the NJL model may be found in Ref. [46℄ and we refer to thatwork for a more detailed desription. By suitable we mean several desirableproperties that should be inorporated, namely:
Parton Distributions Funtions of Pion, Kaon and Eta . . . 1795 The onnetion between the forward Compton amplitude and thequark-target sattering amplitude is valid only for gauge invariant,nite amplitudes. For this reason, some gauge invariant regularizationmust be imposed on the Compton amplitude. Naive sharp ut-osare not aeptable from this viewpoint. In addition, this way of pro-eeding represents a further advantage, sine in the NJL model it isonly known how to regularize losed quark loops. The quark targetsattering amplitude orresponds to an open quark line. The regularization must produe exat saling in the Bjorken limit.The main reason is that this is the only way we know how to extratthe leading, and eventually higher, twist ontributions for whih QCDevolution is known. This eliminates proper-time regularization, sineit produes unrealisti saling violations. The regularization must also be able to work away from the hirallimit, but without spoiling the QCD anomaly. The former onditionpreludes a single PauliVillars subtration. The regularization should allow alulations in both Minkowski andEulidean spae, i.e., dispersion relations must be fullled. This turnsout to be very onvenient for DIS alulations, sine utting rules maybe used. The resulting distributions should satisfy the normalization onditionand the momentum sum rule.We found in Ref. [22℄ that the PauliVillars with two subtrations fulllsthe desired requirements. In addition, the PauliVillars sheme does notspoil the good desription of other low energy hadroni properties found inthe NJL model [18,47,48℄, fullls dispersion relations [49℄, and allows one toregularize the Dira sea of the hiral soliton away from the hiral limit [26℄.Taking + for deniteness, one gets in the hiral limitu+(x;Q20) = d+(x;Q20) = (x)(1  x) : (1)The results for m 6= 0 are displayed for ompleteness in the Appendix.By onstrution, Eq. (1) is onsistent with hiral symmetry. The resultwas obtained by several means within the NJL model either using PauliVillars regularization [22,26℄ on the virtual Compton amplitude or imposinga transverse ut-o [25℄ upon the quark-target amplitude. This result hasbeen reently re-derived [31℄ in a hiral quark model solving hiral Wardidentities by using the so-alled gauge tehnique [50℄. The easiest wayto understand Eq. (1) is perhaps in terms of phase spae arguments and
1796 R.M. Davidson, E. Ruiz Arriolapoint ouplings (i.e., onstant matrix elements) [51℄. For a massless pionthis is justied sine intermediate states in the quark-target amplitude havep+n = m(1   x) ! 0 and the low momentum omponents of qq matrixelement dominate. Let us mention that Eq. (1) disagrees with other NJL al-ulations, due to the use of dierent regularizations. If the virtual Comptonamplitude is used with a four-dimensional ut-o [20℄ or the quark-targetamplitude is used with LepageBrodsky regularization [25℄, dierent shapesfor the quark distributions are obtained. The null-plane [21℄ NJL model withsharp ut-o [20℄, Light-Cone (LC) quantized NJL model [27℄ and spetatormodel [24℄ alulations also produe dierent results. In all ases, the use ofmomentum dependent form fators or non-gauge invariant regularizationsmake the onnetion between Compton amplitude and quark-target ampli-tude doubtful and, furthermore, spoil normalization. The results based ona quark loop with momentum dependent quark masses [2830℄ seem to pro-due a non-onstant distribution. Reent alulations on the transverse lat-tie reveal [36℄ either an almost at struture very muh resembling Eq. (1)at a sale Q2 = 1GeV2 or a more bumped form [37℄. The reason for thedisrepany between these two transverse-lattie alulations is not obviousto us.In this paper we study within LO and NLO the parton ontent of pseu-dosalar mesons, namely , K and  inluding valene, gluon and sea dis-tributions, thus extending our previous work [22℄ where only the initial on-ditions were presented and the LO evolution for the valene distributions.There, we analyzed the LO valene ontribution and impressive agreementwith SMRS [38℄ parametrization at Q2 = 4GeV2 was obtained. Enouragedby this suess we extend our analysis to the sea and gluon distributionsboth in LO and NLO evolution.3. Numerial results3.1. Momentum fration analysisTo perform the evolution, one must determine the sale Q0 of the model.We determine this sale by tting the valene quark momentum fration at4 GeV2. For deniteness, we take the running strong oupling onstant atthe Z mass, MZ = 91:12GeV, to be (M2Z) = 0:116 and evolve it down byexatly solving the dierential equationddt = () =   0  4+ 1  42 +    ; (2)where t = ln(Q2=Q20) and  = g2=(4). We take the number of ativeavors to diminish by one unit eah time a quark threshold is rossed, i.e.,
Parton Distributions Funtions of Pion, Kaon and Eta . . . 1797NF(Q2) = Pi=u;ds;;b;t (Q2  m2i ), with mb = 4:5GeV and m = 2:0GeV.For NF = 3 one has 0 = 9, 1 = 64. This yields the value (4GeV2) =0:284. Below that sale we x the number of avors equal to three, sine weonsider evolution below harm threshold. The previous formula, Eq. (2), isused to transform the variable t into the variable , by exatly1 solving thedierential equation. Sine we numerially perform the NLO evolution ofthe sea and gluon distributions, it is onvenient to speify the initial i atti and numerially integrate Eq. (2) to tf to obtain f . We note, however,that it is also possible to nd an impliit solution for f in terms of i, tiand tf . Speially, we nd1f + 140 lnfi   140 ln 1 + 140f1 + 140i ! = 04 (tf   ti) + 1i= 04 ln Q2fQ2i !+ 1i :(3)Although we are not aware of an analyti solution for f in terms of theother parameters, this equation may be solved numerially very quikly andaurately using Newton's method. For example, taking Qi = m and i =0:284, and using this i as the initial seed for f , one obtains at least eight-signiant digit auray for f after at most ten iterations all the way downto Qf of 0.4 GeV. This form also enables one to determine at what sale fdiverges. For f !1, we obtain2012f  1i + 02 lnQfQi   140 ln1 + 401i  : (4)Evidently, f diverges when the right-hand side of the above equation van-ishes, whih happens at a sale of Qf  0.365 GeV.The non-singlet momentum fration satises the dierential equation()dV2()d = 2;NS()V2() ; (5)where V2() an be any non-singlet quark distribution. Up to two loops oneobtains the expansion [2℄2;NS() = (0)2;NS  4+ (1)2;NS  42 +    : (6)1 By `exat' we mean solving the dierential equation with a numerial auray muhgreater than the experimental unertainty on .
1798 R.M. Davidson, E. Ruiz ArriolaTo proeed further, we use the results from Ref. [38℄ where it was found thatat Q2 = 4GeV2 valene quarks arry 47% of the total momentum frationin the pion, e.g., for +,hx  u   u + d   di = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2 : (7)Evolving downwards, we get that for 0 = 1:89(1:487) valene quarks arry100% of the total momentum in the pion in LO (NLO).3.2. Pion struture funtionsHaving determined Q0 of our model, we evolve the struture funtionsto Q2 = 4 GeV2 using the sheme presented in Ref. [52℄, whih requiresan analytial formula for the moments of the distribution funtion. In thehiral limit, m = 0, the moments may be trivially omputed. Away fromit, m 6= 0 , they an be expressed in terms of hypergeometri funtions2F1, but it is more onvenient, and just as aurate, to make a polynomialapproximation in x-spae and then ompute analytially the moments. Forompleteness, the result of suh a t for both u(x) and d(x) is presentedin the Appendix. For the , it is more onvenient to make an expansionin terms of x(1   x), as is disussed in the Appendix. In this work, wetake m= 139.6 MeV, mk = 494 MeV, f = 93.3 MeV and Mu = Md =280 MeV, resulting in Ms= 527 MeV,  = 870 MeV and m = 501 MeV(exp. 549 MeV).Our LO and NLO valene, sea and gluon distribution funtions evolvedfrom the quark model point, Q20, where the valene quarks arry all themomentum, to the point Q2 = 4GeV2 where gluon and sea distributionsare dynamially generated, are shown in Fig. 1. They are ompared to thephenomenologial analysis of Refs. [38℄ and [40℄. The remaining distributionstrivially fulll d+(x;Q2) = u+(x;Q2) ;u+(x;Q2) = d+(x;Q2) ;s+(x;Q2) = s+(x;Q2) (8)as a onsequene of our initial ondition and properties of evolution. TheLO valene result was already presented in our previous work [22℄. We seehere that NLO evolution does not make a big dierene, providing someondene in perturbative evolution, even though the quark model pointorresponds to 's larger than unity. Atually, it has been suggested thatthe natural expansion parameter for DIS is =, whih in our ase is abouta half, (Q0)=  0:5.
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Fig. 1. Valene (upper panel), gluon and sea (lower panel) distributions in the pion,+, at Q2 = 4GeV2 in the NJL model ompared with phenomenologial analysisfor the pion SMRS92 [38℄ and GRS99 [40℄. We take the valene momentum frationhxV i = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2.As an be seen in Fig. 4, the nite pion mass eets turn out to be rathersmall beause hiral orretions to the initial ondition are small within themodel at the one loop level. While it is oneivable that pion loop eetsould provide, as is frequently the ase, some logarithmi enhanement tohiral orretions, it is a feature of GLAP evolution equations that upwardevolution tends to wash out the dierenes in the initial ondition.
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Fig. 3. Up and strange quark and gluon LO and NLO distribution funtions in the-meson, at Q2 = 4GeV2 in the NJL model.
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Fig. 4. Chiral orretions to the u-quark valene LO an NLO distribution funtionsat Q2 = 4GeV2 ompared with phenomenologial analysis for the pion SMRS92[38℄ and GRS99 [40℄. As suggested in Ref. [38℄ we take hxV i = 0:47 at Q2 =4GeV2.We nish our disussion on the pion parton distribution by omparingin Fig. 5 the results obtained by taking either hxV i = 0:47 as suggestedby the SMRS92 analysis [38℄ or hxV i = 0:40 as implied by the GRS99parametrization [40℄. The sea and gluon distributions are not shown beausetheir dependene on the momentum fration is rather small. As an bededued from the gure, the shape of the valene distribution is muh betterdesribed if, as determined in Ref. [38℄, the valene quarks arry 47% of thetotal pion momentum at Q2 = 4GeV2. Note that, as one might expet,Fig. 5 also illustrates the fat that reproduing the momentum fration is notsuient to aurately determine the full shape of the distribution funtions.From this point of view the agreement of the NJL evolved valene quarkdistribution with the SMRS92 parametrization [38℄ is not entirely trivial.For omparison, let us also mention that early lattie alulations ofRef. [32, 33℄ provided hxVi = 0:64  0:10 sale Q2  4:84  2:2GeV2. Areent and more aurate lattie QCD alulation [34℄ extrapolated to thehiral limit yields the number hxVi = 0:560:02 at the sale Q2  5:8GeV2,a larger value than suggested by phenomenology [38,40℄ and expeted from aquenhed approximation. The transverse lattie alulation of Ref. [36℄ giveshxVi = 0:86 0:02 at Q2  1GeV2, whereas that of Ref. [37℄ provides, stillat very low sales Q2  0:4GeV2, a form for the distribution amplitudesurprisingly lose to the asymptoti value, 6x(1   x). From their partondistribution funtion one gets hxVi  0:76.
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Fig. 5. Dependene of the u-quark valene LO an NLO distribution funtions atQ2 = 4GeV2 on the momentum fration at that sale, ompared with phenomeno-logial analysis for the pion SMRS92 [38℄ whih takes hxV i = 0:47 and GRS99 [40℄where hxV i = 0:40 is used.3.3. Kaon and eta struture funtionsFor the kaon and eta, we assume the same Q0 as for the pion. For theK+, this immediately leads tohx (uK   uK + sK   sK)i = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2 : (9)Our LO and NLO evolved results for the K+ parton distributions are shownin Fig. 2. A pratial parametrization of the orresponding initial onditionmay be found in the Appendix. Similar to the pion ase, there are onlysmall dierenes between LO and NLO evolution. The only known infor-mation regarding K struture funtions is the ratio between the valene upquark distribution in the kaon and the pion, whih was originally reportedin Ref. [45℄ and has been reanalyzed in Ref. [39℄. In Fig. 6 we show theNJL results, together with the data obtained from Ref. [45℄. Besides the LOresult, already shown in our previous work [22℄, we provide the NLO ratio,whih does not dier muh from the former and is in fair agreement withthe experimental data. For the K+ meson the momentum fration for theup and strange valene quarks turn out to behx (uK   uK)i = 0:20 ; hx (sK   sK)i = 0:27 at Q2 = 4GeV2 : (10)As ould be antiipated from Fig. 2, the dierene for these momentumfrations between LO and NLO evolution are small and do not show upwithin the presented auray.
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Fig. 6. Valene u-quark kaon/pion ratio of LO and NLO distribution funtions inthe NJL model at Q2 = 4GeV2 ompared with phenomenologial analysis. Wetake a total valene momentum fration hxV i = hxV iK = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2.Experimental data from Ref. [45℄.Although a phenomenologial analysis of the  partoni distributionsseems unlikely, for the sake of ompleteness we show in Fig. 3 our results forthe  meson. We do this by evolving from the sale where  = 1:89(1:49) atLO (NLO) to Q2 = 4GeV2 the NJL distributions onveniently parametrizedin the Appendix. As explained in our previous work [22℄, our desriptionrelies on a very partiular ansatz whih provides avor mixing without quarkmass mixing. For the momentum frations, we obtainhxui = hxdi = 0:10 ; hxsi = 0:08 at Q2 = 4GeV2 : (11)As we have noted, the dierenes in parton distribution funtions formassless and massive pions are tiny. In fat, even for K and , many of thedistributions are lose to those of the massless pion. By omparing Fig. 1,Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we point out the strong similarities in the gluon partondistributions between the ,K and  mesons. Likewise, we also nd verysimilar shapes for the sea distributions in the  and K mesons, see Fig. 1and Fig. 2, as well as in the total valene distributions, see Fig. 7. This is inagreement with having idential total valene momentum frations for thepion and the kaon at Q2 = 4GeV2.
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Fig. 7. Total valene + and K+ LO and NLO distribution funtions in the NJLmodel at Q2 = 4GeV2. We take hxV i = hxV iK = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2. For +we dene V = u  u+ d  d and for K+ we have V = u  u+ s  s.4. ConlusionsIn the present work, we have omputed the parton distribution funtionsof the lowest pseudosalar mesons, namely , K and . To this end we haveused the NambuJona-Lasinio distribution funtions at the low resolutionsale found in our previous work. In ommon with state of the art alula-tions, the orresponding sea and gluon distribution funtions vanish at thatsale, and are dynamially generated through standard GLAP evolution tohigher Q2-values at LO and NLO approximations. For both  andK we haveassumed that the valene quarks arry 47% of the total momentum frationat 4 GeV2. Despite the fat that (Q0)=  0:5, the dierenes between LOand NLO evolution are small. The agreement between the u-quark valenedistribution in the pion in the NJL model at LO and the phenomenologialanalyses is not spoiled at NLO. In addition, we have onrmed at NLO thesuessful desription at LO of the ratio of the valene up quark ontent inthe kaon with respet that of the pion. This provides one with some on-dene in the validity of this approah to the study of struture funtions, orGPD's in general.We have also presented LO and NLO sea and gluon distributions of thepseudosalar mesons. For the pion, we nd disagreement with the phe-nomenologial expetations; the gluon and sea distributions ome out to besofter in the high-x region and harder in the low-x region than the exper-imental analysis suggests. We have also provided results for the  meson,whih interest seems only theoretial, given the lak of experimental data.
Parton Distributions Funtions of Pion, Kaon and Eta . . . 1805Our analysis, however, reveals some lear trends: all gluon distributionslook strikingly similar, and the total valene  and K distributions do notdier muh. We hope these observations to be useful to get further insightand guidane into the theoretial desription of the poorly known mesonstruture funtions. AppendixThe , K and  struture funtions found in Ref. [22℄ may be onve-niently written asu(x) = d(1  x) = 4Ng2uu ddm2 m2Fuu(m2; x) ; (12)uK(x) = sK(1  x) = 4Ng2us ddm2K m2KFus(m2K ; x) ;(13)u(x) = u(x) = d(x) = d(x) = 4N 1g2uu + 2g2ss 1 ddm2 m2Fuu(m2; x) ; (14)s(x) = s(x) = 8N 1g2uu + 2g2ss 1 ddm2 m2Fss(m2; x) (15)in the interval 0 < x < 1. The PauliVillars regularized one-loop integralsare dened,F(p2; x) =   1162 Xi i log  x(1  x)p2 + (1  x)M2 + xM2 + 2i  ;(16)wherePi if(2i ) = f(0) f(2)+2f 0(2). All other distribution funtionsare exatly zero, sine we do not have gluons or sea quarks in the model.The meson-quarkquark ouplings are dened in terms of the residues of thepoles in the q  q sattering amplitude, and have the preise form needed toensure the normalization onditionshu(x)i = h d(x)i = 1 ;huK(x)i = hsK(x)i = 1 ;hu + d + si = 1 ;hu + d + si = 1 : (17)
1806 R.M. Davidson, E. Ruiz ArriolaThe funtion F satises the symmetry relation F(p2; x) = F(p2; 1 x).This feature, along with the normalization ondition, ensures the momentumsum rule. For the kaon, for example, one obtainshxuK(x) + xsK(x)i = hxuK(x) + xuK(1  x)i= hxuK(x) + (1  x)uK(x)i = huK(x)i = 1 : (18)To apply the evolution method employed in Ref. [52℄ some analytialformula for the moments is needed. To obtain an approximate analyti for-mula for the moments, we note that for 0 < x < 1, a onvergent Taylorexpansion of x dependene of Eq. (16) exists. Thus, the distribution fun-tions may be aurately approximated by an nth degree polynomial, andthe auray may be inreased by keeping higher order terms. The pion andkaon distribution funtions at Q20 are aurately represented byu+(x;Q20) = d+(x;Q20) = 0:9535 + 0:2664x   0:2074x2   0:1046x3+0:0190x4 + 0:0400x5   0:0133x6 ; (19)uK+(x;Q20) = 1:1039 + 1:8071x   1:0739x2   16:2227x3+33:1781x4   25:5372x5 + 7:1872x6 ; (20)sK+(x;Q20) = 0:4425 + 0:8593x + 1:7623x2   4:8611x3+13:2997x4   17:5858x5 + 7:1872x6 : (21)In eah ase, the remaining quark and gluon distribution funtions are as-sumed to be zero. For the  meson, the expansion does not onverge rapidlybeause one of the expansion parameters isM2x(1  x)M2u  M24M2u  0:8 : (22)The onvergent series for u(x) we nd to be given byu(x) = Au lnM2u + 2M2u   2M2u + 2+ 1Xn=1[x(1  x)℄n(n+ 1)nn   nn   2M2u + 2n# ; (23)where  = M2 =M2u ,  = M2 =(M2u + 2) and Au = 0.09077. The sameexpression holds for s(x) with the replaements Mu !Ms and Au ! As =0:36307. Although this series ould be rearranged into a polynomial in x, itis easier to express the moments in terms of Euler omplex Beta funtions.In pratie, 30 terms in the expansion are kept, providing a reasonable 0:1%auray.
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